Infectious Diseases Research Administrative Staff

Gwen Yates
 Grants Assistant
g.yates@wustl.edu
Burnham, Jason
 George, Ige
 Hsu, Kevin
 Pande, Anupam
 Reno, Hilary
 Vazquez, Cristina
 Woeltje, Keith
Admin for Drs. Diamond, Fleckenstein, Klein & Shin.
Handles 7111 Conf. Rm Scheduling, MPRB Key/Access Management, Manages ID Gateway Webmaster, CNND Symposium and various admin & accounting duties.

Kimberly Hughes
 Grants Specialist I
khughesb@wustl.edu
Calix, Juan
 Dunagan, Clay
 Escotá, Gerome
 Hamad, Yasir
 Lawrence, Steve
 López, Julia
 Mattar, Caline
 Mejía, Carlos
 Phillips, Jennifer
 Shan, Liang
Handles various payroll, admin and accounting duties. Admin for Kaslina Love Mosley
Epi Center Grant (Back-up)
All assigned PI lab members

Tierra Miller
 Administrative Coordinator
tierra@wustl.edu

Diana Satanovsky
 Grants Specialist II
dsatanovsky@wustl.edu
Butler, Anne
 Kuhlmann, Matt
 Kwon, Jennie
 Miller, Mark
 Miner, Jonathan
 Shin, Haina
 Sheehan, Jonathan
Epi Center Grant (Back-up)
All assigned PI lab members

James Anderson
 Sr. Grants Specialist
james.anderson@wustl.edu
Babcock, Hilary
 Dubberke, Erik
 Durkin, Mike
 Henderson, Jeff
 Kyei, George
 Leung, Daisy
 Liang, Stephen
 Olsen, Margaret
 Warren, Dave
Wel, Gary
(Back-up)
All assigned PI lab members

Jason Spaetti
 Sr. Grants Specialist
ispaetti@wustl.edu
Bailey, Thomas
 Barrette, Ernie-Paul
 Fleckenstein, James
 Goldberg, Dan
 Klein, Robyn
 Lane, Mike
 Mitreva, Makedonka
 Patel, Rupa
 Rosa, Bruce
HRSA Mgmt (Back-up)
CRTC (Back-up)
All assigned PI lab members

Pamela Merriweather
 Project Manager
pmerriweather@wustl.edu
ID-CRU Studies
Clifford O’Halleran
Presti Spec

Deborah Curtis
 Grants Assistant
curtisdl@wustl.edu

Jennifer Klenke
 Global Health Resrch Prog Mgr
jdklenke@wustl.edu

Andrew La Brier
 Grants Specialist II
wlabrier@wustl.edu

Gina Haida
 Administrative Coordinator
haidagm@wustl.edu

Tina Markovich
 Program Director
tmarkovich@wustl.edu
340B Program
HRSA
Project ARK

Emina Karibasic
 Research Administrator
ekaribasic@wustl.edu
CRTC/ICTS/CTSA/CL2/TL1/TWD;
FRASER- KL2, Doris Duke, BJHF;
Govindan- K12, R25; Piccirillo/TL1;
Goldberg/T32; Castro/K12

Keith Page
 Dir. Finance & Administration
pagekeith@wustl.edu
Baldrige

Additional Infectious Diseases Administrative Staff Contacts

Sean Ponsky
 Lab Assistant II/Glasswasher
psean@wustl.edu
Facilitates lab duties including glass washing, mail and package deliveries, work orders and other duties as needed.

Clare O’Regan
 Administrative Coordinator
coregan@wustl.edu

Tierra Miller
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Presti Spec
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